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The present invention relates to shoe bags and 
more particularly to bags for receiving ice skates, 
and roller skates, with or without the shoes at 
tached. 

It is the general object of the invention to pro 
vide an improved bag of the type indicated in 
which ice skates, roller skates, with or without 
the attached shoes, or even shoes alone, can be 
conveniently transported between the home and 
the skating rink, and particularly in a manner 
which will avoid soiling of the clothing. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
vide an improved skate and shoe bag whereWith 
a pair of skates or shoes can be conveniently car 
ried from the shoulder while leaving both hands 
free, so that the entire bag can be carried even 
While One is skating, should one be unable or 
find it undesirable to leave the empty bag at any 
place, such bag in no way interfering with the 
movements of the arms or of the body of the 
skater. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide 
a bag which is so constructed that it can be slung 
over the shoulder, or over the forearm and at the 
time provided with a compartment for receiving 
and storing other articles which may be of use 
to the Wearer, such as a Scarf, purse and the like. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will appear as the more detailed description of 
the invention proceeds. 
The accompanying drawing illustrates, by way 

of example, a satisfactory certain embodiment 
of the invention. In Said drawing, 

Fig. 1 is a top view of the bag in extended con 
dition; 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the bag; 
Fig. 3 is a section along the line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 shows the bag in transport position, 

sung over the shoulder of the Wearer; and 
Fig. 5 shows the bag Secured about the body 

of the wearer. 
The transportation of ice and roller skates to 

and from the rink causes considerable incon 
venience to the skater because of the rather large 
size of the skates, especially when the shoes are 
permanently attached thereto, and also because 
of their weight and usually soiled condition, es 
pecially after use at the rink. When they are 
brought to the rink in the usual piece of hand 
luggage, the problem arises of checking the piece 
of luggage with an attendant at the rink and . 
when no such attendant is available, it must be 
left exposed to pilfering and stealing while the 
wearer is skating. 
In accordance with the present invention, there 
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is provided a bag of flat, U-shaped form which is 
provided with separate compartments for the 
skates and with a relatively narrow connecting 
portion which can rest on the shoulder when the 
bag is slung thereover, so that one skate compart 
ment lies along the front and the other acroSS 
the back of the wearer, or the bag can be slung 
oyer the forearm. When the skates are in use, 
the bag can be worn in the same position Over 
the shoulder as when transporting the skates, the 
bag then being suitably attached in any desired 
manner about the body of the Wearer and in no 
way hindering the movements of the skater. 

Referring now to the drawings, it will be Seen 
that the bag is in the form of a shallow U-shaped 
structure to having a narrow intermediate Sec 
tion adapted to rest upon the shoulder, as in 
dicated in Fig. 4, or over the forearm, and pro 
vided with end compartments f2 and 3 of ap 
proximately right triangular shape and adapted 
to house the skates, with or without attached 
shoes 4. As shown in Fig. 4, when the skates 
are carried from the shoulder, one skate Com 
partment will be located in front, and the other 
at the back of the wearer, approximately at the 
level of the diaphragm or, if desired, of the waist. 
The bag O is preferably composed of pliable, 

preferably moisture-proof material, such as rub 
berized or other water-proofed fabric, or of 
leather or plastic sheeting, which may have an 
ornamental outer surface. The casing may be 
provided with an inner lining 0a of moisture 
proof material, and in Such case the outer casing 
may or may not itself be moisture-proof, al 
though this is generally desirable. The provi 
sion of the moisture-proof lining increases the 
life of the bag and makes it convenient to Wash 
the interior of the bag with a damp cloth or the 
like. 
The bag is preferably formed of two Sections of 

material Ob and c which have a straight, lon 
gitudinal edge d, and a curved, inner edge foe. 
The sections feb and Oc are permanently con 
nected, as by stitching, along the edges Oe and 
along the opposite end edges, preferably with 
the interposition of a filler or gusset Of. 
A suitable opening or Openings are provided, 

preferably along the straight, longitudinal edge 
ld of the bag and also closure means therefor. 
The closure means may be of any known or suit 
able type, and in the embodiment illustrated is 
in the form of two sets of hookless fasteners 5 
with operating slides 5a. 
I prefer also to provide one or more pockets 6 

with flaps , stitched to the outer surface of the 
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bag for receiving Small tools or equipment which 
the skater usually needs, such as a small sharp 
ening Stone, a Wrench, extra shoe laces, etc. 
The bag is preferably provided also with trans 

verse seams 3 spaced a suitable distance from 
the transverse center thereof to provide a com 
partment 9 which is sealed from the shoe com 
partments and is adapted to receive a scarf, purse 
or other personal articles usually carried by a 
skater. Ef desired the compartment- 9a can be 
closed by the same, single or pair of slide fasteni 
ers that close the shoe compartments; or separate 
fastening means can be provided for the three 
compartments. > . 

As already indicated, the intermediate- or nar 
row portion of the bag is of such length that the 
shoe compartments extend approximately across 
the diaphragm or waistline of the wearer, so that 
the skate-filled bag can be worn with a minimum. 
of discomfort. Because of its completely flat con 
dition, after the removal of the skates, the bag 
can be worn even while skating without any dis 
comfort or impediment; and to this end, the toe 
portions of the bag can be provided with suitable 
loops, snap fasteners or other attaching means 
for receiving or securing a belt, ribbon or cord 
20 which passes around the body of the wearer, 
as shown in Fig. 5. The member 20 can be per 
manently Secured to one toe portion and sepa 
rately secured to the other toe portion, as by 
Snap fastener elements 23. These belts or rib 
bons can be of decorative nature and thus add to 
the external appearance of the bag as a whole. 
Each section Ob and Gc may be made of 

one piece or, as illustrated, of two pieces which 
are limited by stitching by way of the lapping 
portions 2 and 22. 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that I have 

provided an extremely convenient bag for ice and 
roller skates and shoes by which these articles 
can be carried with a minimum of impedinient, 
the bag being capable of being worn over the 
shoulder in the empty condition when it can 
continue to serve the functions of a handbag 
without occupying the hands of the wearer and 
without interfering with the wearer's skating 
activities. 

claim: 
1. A skate and shoe bag adapted to be slung 

from the shoulder or arm of the wearer and 
comprising a U-shaped structure formed of pli 
able material providing end compartments for 
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4. 
receiving a pair of skates or of shoes and skates 
and joined by an integral, relatively narrow Sec 
tion adapted to rest on the shoulder or fore 
arm, said bag being formed of two U-shaped 
pieces of pliable material connected permanently 
along certain portions of their adjoining edges 
and having separable fasteners along other por 
tions of their edges, the narrow portion of the 
bag being Seamed transversely at spaced points 
to provide a central compartment for-the-storage 
of articles: 

2. A skate and shoe bag adapted to be slung 
from the shoulder or arm of the wearer and 
comprising a U-shaped structure formed of pli 
able material providing end compartments for 
receiving a pair of Skates or of Shoes and skates 
and joined by an integral, relatively narrow sec 
tion adapted to rest on the shoulder or forearm, 
and a ribbon to the toe portion of one of the 
compartinents and separably fastenable to the 
toe portion of the other compartment for secur 
ing the bag about the body of the wearer when 
it is slung from the shoulder. 

3. A skate and shoe bag adapted to be slung 
from the shoulder or arm of the wearer and com 
prising a U-shaped structure formed of pliable 
material providing end compartments for re 
ceiving a pair of skates or of shoes and skates 
and joined by an integral, relatively narrow 
section adapted to rest on the shoulder or fore 
artin, SSid bag being formed of two U-shaped 
pieces of pliable material connected permanently 
along certain portions of their adjoining edges 
and having separable fasteners along other por 
tions of their edges. 

FRIEDA ALBER. 
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